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A Foreword
'The poems in this small volume are the results of

two aims: to give appreciation of good verse, and to en
courage and develop ability, in our junior high school

I pupils, to write good verse. Of these two aims, that of
giving appreciation is, of course, the more important,
but good original verse is the most tangible evidence both
of appreciation and of creative ability. 'The printing of

I these poems here is a gesture of ac~nowledgment to the
authors of the high quality of their wor~, and is also a
means of acquainting anyone interested with this phase
of our school wor~.

All of the following poems were selected from issues
of the ORANGE PEEL, the Sarah Scott Junior High School
monthly paper.

GEORGIA A. BREWSTER
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YOUN.G VOICES

After The Winter

Il-PRING has come!
, I know it from the scents my nostrils feel-
'., '. The scents of buds and flow'rs,.---caressing

breezes-
The feeling vague and undefined that seizes
Me; and all things seem as dreams, unreal.

Spring has come!
I know it from the sounds that greet my ears
The sounds of birds and leaves-laughter and

voice,-
The quick'ning of my pulse,-I have no choice
But to be glad, nor heed the passing years.

Spring has come [
I know it as I see each feathered wing,
Each flower, each tree, each grassy lawn or

slope.
And in my heart arises one great hope:
To feel, to hear, to see, to live each Spring.

HENRIETTE BERKOWITZ, 9A
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YOUN.G VOICES

The Unfathomed

~
~ LL near me is still,

., ~~ Yet sounds of the unpacified winds
\Vhine in the west,
Parched burned leaves fall at my feet,
Each finding its place
Among the many others
That have suffered Nature's long drought,
And slow, welcome death.

A butterfly darting about me,
Thirsting for juicy, sweet sap,
Wearily wings away.
The aerial ..:reature
Returns once more to drain
The few remaining, bitter, hot drops,
For the beautiful sentinels of God's woods,
The phlox and black-eyed susans,
Are crisp.

Before me, where once a merry brook played,
Is a ditch-
A dry, hard, crumbling ditch.
Here, all of Nature, only a short month ago,
Had bloomed in new life daily.
Here, the cardinal, whose song is now

,.. Saddened and weird,
Drank and bathed,
Then assailed the highest branch
To let all share in his beauty
And happiness.
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YOUJ'{G VOICES

My beech, once a forest in itself
That shut out sky and clouds,
Is now a torn, ghost-like frame.
Now through its skeleton boughs
One seems to see Winter,
But it is the heat, it is the heat and the drought.
Ruined flowers, thirsty butterflies,
Dying trees, and dry ditch
Are all God's work.

Man
Is not yet wise enough to understand
Why God
Wounds himself.

MORRIS B. BLUMBERG, 9B
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YOUN,G VOICES

Where Is God?

I]l : EAVES, sifting downward, .
, Carpeting the hard. white earth,

. Lie, 'til dusted away.
Against the etchings of bareness
And quiescence of other trees,
The loyal pines. alone.
Hold their plumage.
A frozen whiteness-
The whiteness of a dying face
Covers all.
Has God turned His face
To the other worlds?

MORRIS B. BLUMBERG, .9B
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YOUNG VOICES

Why?
HY, while the day is bright,
And you, old Sun, are here,
Guarding and guiding this world,
Do you leave when darkness is near?
\Vhen the night is mysterious and quiet,
And wise Nature sinks to rest,
While yet foolish man lingers,
Seeking to prolong the day,
No guardian have we then,
For you are gone.
Why?
Are you afraid, old Sun?

MORRIS B. BLUMBERG, SA
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YOUN.G VOICES

Harvest Moon
rr==ro_,HE harvest moon

Hangs like a great golden globe
From a jeweled bowl
Turned over us.

MORRIS B. BLUMBERG, 9B



YOUNG VOICES

A Storm Approaches

[l0NOTONOUS raintears fall on the roof,
~ From a darkening sky,
.. And naught breaks the lonely, dripping silence

Except the wind's soft sigh.

Now thunder rolling through the clouds
Makes a hollow sound,
Like roller skates on board sidewalks,
Raised above the ground.

Long, clutching streaks of white lightning,
Like jagged, blazing daggers,
Make ragged tears in the rolling sky,
And the quivering air staggers.

CHARLOTTE HEIDRICH, 7A
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Incense

IJ THIN bluish streak
. From a small lighted peak

Anses.

A sweet mystic scent
From the distant Orient
Enfolds me.

Visions of Eastern splendor
Of a haughty, lanquid emperor
Come tome.

ADELBEN BRODSKY, 7B
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Mohammedan Prayers

HEN the great sun tops the pyramid's peak
Every morning in every week,
The Mohammedans greet the day
By bowing in reverence to pray.

On a balcony of the tower the muezzin stands,
And solemnly bows toward the sun-seared

sands,
And the holy city faces-
The city of Eastern spaces. I·

Then each one is sure no brigand's raid
Can harm him, for he has prayed.
Though they pray, they merely
Obey, and chant words, insincerely.

RAY CLINE, 7A



YOUN.G VOICES

ELEANOR RAY. 7A

They're singing in the water~spouts.
They're skipping 'cross the roofs.
They're prancing down the alley
Like fairy horses' hoofs.

Rain Children

HEY'RE dashing at the window pane, !:
They're jumping on the sill,
They're diving into puddles.
They just cannot be still.



Storm

=1 y_O_U_N--=---G__V_O_I_C_E_S _

I
'IlCRC?SS the lake Storm's robe of black is sweep'

'. mg,
, And from his heels great, jagged sparks are

leaping;
He hurls the clouds as he comes rushing by,
And sends them rolling down the hills of sky.
As he roars on the waves rise high in wonder,
And shatter as he howls his threats in thunder.

ELEANOR RAY, 7A
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YOUN.G VOICES

The Silver Charm

IlT NIGHT the silver moonbeams
, Slip down from the silver moon,

They dance on the smooth, silver water,
They dance to a silvery tune.

They dance with a silvery lightness,
Until the glow of the dawn.
When the sun looks for the moonbeams
The silver charm is gone.

MAXINE AUSTIN, 8B



YOUNG VOICES

The Fairy Queen

HE fairy queen sups
From the butter-cups
The sweet and liquid gold.
She sits within
The castle walls thin
Of a pink rose fold.

She wears a gown
As soft as down
Of the spider's cloth;
Her crown's decked with jewels
Of liquid, pearl pools;
She's shod with the wings of a moth.

i,l'
MAXINE AUSTIN, 7A
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YOUN.G VOICES

Loneliness
HlVERING trees,

Bare trees,
Wretched in their bareness,
Reach to God
For love.

Through the night
In lonely bleakness
They look toward God,
Who alone,
Remembers them.

FRED GRAFF, 9B
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Snow Dance

IlNOW whirls
, Madly dance
-, On a stage

Of roofs.

Frayed,
By the whipping wind,
They pirouette
To the edge of the stage,
And fall.

FRED GRAFF, 9B
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YOUNG VOICES

Morning Fog'

HE sun crept in among the shreds of rising
mist.

He sat upon the mountain top.
He looked into a vast sea of emptiness below.

Torn by the rocks of the mountain, beaten and
thin,

The fog to the deepest valley dim retreated;
The sun, smiling triumphant, followed his de'

feated foe.

JANE BOGIN, 7A
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. Snow Fall
LOWLY, softly, silently,
Eddies the snow.

~~ The wind
Ripples and rustles wistfully
In wisps.
It whines wantonly
Through the skeleton arms
Of black trees.
The snow sifts through the boughs
And rests.
A lacy coverlet
Hides the sleeping earth,
Transforming her gaunt bleakness
Into a white beauty
Of silence.

FRED GRAFF, 8B 'I
I



Snow

YOUN.G VOICES

. NOW
In the moonlight
Sifts through the air like dust
From a distant star.
The snow casts a spell of soft silence
On the air.
It muffles the sound
Of weary feet
That trudge away
In the night.

JANE BOGIN, 7A
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Terror
HEN light is gone,
And naught but shadows live,
The prehistoric fear
Of crawling, creeping,
Hidden things,
Of eyes, alone in darkness,
Of terrible claws,
And tearing teeth
Come reaching out
To seize me-
Ta blot out this Age of Steel,
And make me primitive again.

JANE BOGIN. 8a
I'
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YOUN.G VOICES

Moonlight

OONLIGHT is a magic lotion,
Bathing the world in silver light,
Changing the trees by its rare potion
Into a wonderful sight.

Moonlight is a fairy wand,
Painting pale scenes of grandeur;
Tree shadows reaching o'er the pond
Are of giant splendor.

FLORENCE HASSINGER, 7B



YOUNG VOICES

An Elfin Feast
CREPT to Elfin Hill one night,
And saw an elfin feast;
The first course was honey soup,
Flavored with spider web yeast.
A leaf,cart drawn by a grasshopper horse.
Brought in the minnow'steak course,
It was placed on daisy petal platters
And served by the firefly force.
Tips of heavily sauced grass,
Dandelion wine, and creamed clovers.
And acorn cups filled with maple sap,
Made me wish for allleft'overs.

MARIGAIL STEWART, 7A



YOUNG VOICES

JANE LEVEQUE, 8a

Jewels
ACH bowed blade
Of slender grass,
Each trembling rose,
Is radiant
In wondrous gems
Water-diamonds,
Rainbow-tinted.

,
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The Problem Solved

RlRAY, where are the delicate maidenhair ferns,
I ' .' That waved in the summer breeze?

Why, the fairies have taken them everyone,
To plant in their garden, like trees.

And where have the tinted bluebells gone,
That silently bloomed in the woods?
Why, the fairies have stolen them everyone,
And slipped them on for hoods.

ELIZABETH FLETCHER, 7A



YOUN.G VOICES

Thunder
ORSES hoofs
Are pounding;
Giant wheels
Are rumbling
On dusty roads.

Somewhere
A drum is booming;
Endless feet
Are tramping,
And it thunders<
Here.

JANE LEVEQUE, 8B
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YOUN.G VOICES

In The Country

IlwAYING trees,
. A busy brook,
'~ A barking dog,

A struggling team,

Creaking wheels,
A scolding wren,
A noisy rooster,
And toiling men,
Call to the country.

KENNETH SHIPPLET. 7B
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YOUN.G VOICES

Dawn

HE dews of dawn are on the grass,
The bird stirs in its nest,
Chanticleer is crowing loud,
And the sun flaunts his rosy crest.

As the sun begins his skyward climb
Then we mortals rise,
And drink the dew-washed, morning air,
Beneath the sunburst skies.

KENNETH STARK, 7A

[z6]



The Moon And The Water

YOUNG VOICES

HE moon,
" Great satellite of the earth,

Shines like the light of a hearth
On the water.

The water,
Like a placid mirror,
Shows the satellite, clear
As a jewel.

EVA SMITH, 7A

T



YOUNG VOICES

The WiIIow
WAYING with a swishing sound,
Bending low to sweep the ground,
Whispering with a softness, silence,
Glistening with a misty dewiness,
Stands the willow.

In summer, in bright yellow-green,
Now naked of its fringed screen,
Carpeted at its feet with leaves,
Weeping softly, silently, in the breeze,
Stands the willow.

RACHEL BLUMBERG, 7B



YOUN.G VOICES

The Bird And The Sun

~
WEE bird,

.. Herald of the sun,
Came forth.
Brightly peering
Into the spring dawn
He chirped,
And the sun rose.

The wee bird,
Weary from the day's
Joys,
Fluttered home
To his nest,
Sleepily.
Into the spring twilight
He chirped,
And the sun sank.

ROBERT CLARK, 8A



YOUNG VOICES

The Painter
H, THERE is a little artist
Who paints in the cold night hours,
Pictures for little children,
Of wondrous trees and flowers,
Pictures of snow'white mountains,
Touching the clear, white sky,
Pictures of distant waters,
Where the pigmy ships sail by.
The moon is the lamp he paints by,
His canvas, the window'pane,
His brush is the frozen snow,flakes;
He glorifies winter's reign.

HELEN WELCH, 8B
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YOUNG VOICES

Spring

[I LITTLE bit of blowing,
; A little bit of snow,

A little bit of sowing,
And tulips soon will grow.
On every twig a leaflet will swing,
On every tree-top a bird will sing.

A little bit of sleeting,
A little bit of rain,
The blue, blue sky for greeting,
The snowflakes come again.
But every hillside some grass will bring,
And winter days are changing to spring.

HELEN WELCH, 7A
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i.

DOROTHY BRUBECK, 8B

Appears the priest with charms a~c1inking,
And painted like skeleton bone;
A death-dealing dagger in his eager hand
A thrust-and a life is gone!

The Sacrifice

ONOTONOUS beating of tom-toms
And savage, weird cries fill the air,
And on the sacred sacrifice-stone
Is a glimpse of human hair.

The tom-toms endlessly beat;
Naked men thrust blaZing rods
At the writhing, tortured sacrifice
Of their ugly, heathen gods.
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In A Hindu Temple

FLIGHT of peals,
A hurry of feet,
A hastening through aisles,
A lamb's plaintive bleat
Forecast preparation for Worship.

A rustle of robes,
A chant of voices,
An incense choked room,
A silence of noises
This is the Worship.

At the stone door
The lepers wait,
The people not minding
Their leprous state.
Is this Worship?

DOROTHY BRUBECK, 7A



YOUN.G VOICES

FaIling Stars

liNE happy night
. .. The stars were like white asters

"" With a diamond sparkle.
Then, as if a child had clipped them,
From their stems they fell,
One by one.
Where they went I know not
Perhaps to the other side of the world.
Where is the other side
Of the world?

DOROTHY BRUBECK, 7B



YOUN.G VOICES

Ecstasies

HIFFS of gasoline, and golden cheese,
And old rose scents ladies wear to teas,
And the spicy incense of young fir trees
Bewitch me.

Frying bacon wakes me up;
The fragrance of a coffee cup,
And of honey like the fairies sup
Arome my sleepy wits.

The muddled odors of Christmas eve,
A mystic tinse1y pattern weave;
A fruit cake's smell I would not leave,
For it enchants me.

The aroma of an old burnt match,
Or a briar pipe, or a fragrant batch
Of mother's welcome candies catch
My questing nose.

MARTHA PEARMAN 8B



YOUNG VOICES

The Gypsy Dance
, TINKLE of music, a tambourine clinking,

A flash of color and the dances begin.
A maze of lights, and slowly dancing
Amid a wildly clapping din,
The gypsy glides.

Dressed in a gown of flaming red,
Beautiful and brilliant jewels she wears.
Between carmine lips flash pearly teeth,
And wearing a colorful scarf on her hair,
The gypsy whirls.

Wilder and faster grows her dance;
Like an autumn wind is her whirl.
Then with a wierd cry she sinks;
Thus ends the dance of the gypsy girl,
Dance of the ancient gypsy.

MARTHA PEARMAN, 7B
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In The Bazaar
~~LASHES of brilliant red and gold,

Sashes and trinkets everywhere,
~~ As if a rainbow with its lovely colors

Had shed all its radiance there,
Shine in the gay bazaar.

Here, a colorful Spanish shawl,
There, the Italians' lovely lace,
Irish linen in this booth,
And here and there a painted face
In the gay bazaar.

_____ I _

-.... .. -

Ladies arrayed in silken clothes,
Bracelets and jewels on their arms;
Japanese lanterns light the rooms,
But wistfully outside asking alms
Stands a beggar boy.

MARTHA PEARMAN, 7B
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March Snow

NOWFLAKES falling through the sky,
Falling, falling, falling;
Birds looking for crumbs of food,
Are calling, calling, calling.

Twilight falling o'er the earth,
Darkening, darkening, darkening;
A soft hush falls over all,
Harkening, harkening, harkening.

Drifting flakes through the silent air,
Hovering, hovering, hovering,
Falling softly on crisp, brown leaves,
Covering, covering, covering.

EDNA RUTH HOWLETT, 7A
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YOUN.G VOICES

The Artist

;1 ~UTUMN is here-
;~ ; The artist who paints
1 The leaves all red and gold;

j

I The hills are his pallet,
',:, The winds are his brush-

His pictures to summer are sold.

Work all finished
His brush and paints
With his easel he folds away;
He covers them all
With a wintry pall,
And waits till the first spring day.

VIRGINIA JACK, 8A
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A Bird's Day

~
SLEEPY twitter,

... A flutter of wings,
The sun is up,
With all it brings.

Happily winging,
Voice full of song,
Joyously singing,
A bird soars along.

A sleepy twitter
Among the brown
Of the trees nearby,
And the sun is down.

JULIA ASBURY, 9A
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After The Winter

~
_ PRING has come!

. . I know it from the scents my nostrils feel-
'., - The scents of buds and flow'rs-.caressing

breezes-
The feeling vague and undefined that seizes
Me; and all things seem as dreams, unreal.

,"

i
\-

Spring has come!
I know it from the sounds that greet my ears
The sounds of birds and leaves-laughter and

voice,-
The quick'ning of my pulse,-I have no choice
But to be glad, nor heed the passing years.

Spring has come!
I know it as I see each feathered wing,
Each flower, each tree, each grassy lawn or

slope.
And in my heart arises one great hope:
To feel, to hear, to see, to live each Spring.

HENRIETTE BERKOWITZ, 9A
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'To
'The Past and Future Poets

of
.Sarah Scott Junior High School

and to

All the Unnamed Ones
Whose Support and Labor

Have Made 'This Second Volume
Possible



A FOREWORD
The continued excellent wor~ of our pupils in orig'

inal t'erse, and the ~indly, stimulating reception of our

first volume of YOUNG VOICES, have encouraged us to

offer this second collection of verse.

The following poems were selected from the past year's

issues of the ORANGE PEEL, the Sarah Scott Junior High
School monthly paper. The grade given with the signa'

ture in each case is that of the pupil at the time of the

writing of the poem.

GEORGIA A. BREWSTER
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YOUNG VOICES

Mirth

SAVi some puppets performing
Upon a tiny stage.
I laughed at the awkwardness
Of the funny, feeble things,
Made to work by strings.

Perhaps
God laughs,
Gently,
At the awkward antics
Of us, puny puppets,
Performing on our tiny stage,
The earth.

RAY CLINE, SA



YOU.N,G VOICES----------_.. ._------

Why?

[lHY,
.. When our new, young souls

.. Were released from the Maker's hand,
Did they choose this grain of dust
From the many whirling worlds
Of the Master
To live upon"{
Is the earth a stage
For one brief act
In the long drama
Of life-after-life"!

RAY CLINE, SA

T
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Patience
N'the spring
The farmer plows and plants,
Then waits the summer through.
If in the autumn
Fate decrees
The loss of all,
Grimly he accepts,
And during winter,
Heartened by the thought
That God's plans, too,
Sometimes go awry,
Resignedly,
He plans to plow and plant,
Again and again,
In the spring.

RAY CLINE, 9B
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Master Minds

N AWE I wonder
About the flight of planes

~~ Through space for days and days.
I marvel at the master mind of him
\Vho first conceived them.
Again, in awe,
I wonder about the flight of worlds
Through space for eons and eons.
I marvel at the master mind of God
Who conceived and still conceives them.

RAY CLINE, SA
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Anticipation

on made the suns,
And [rom them conceived future worlds-

~~ Our world.
The glacial mills ground
The rocks for future soil.
In tune with time
God created the vague amoeba,
The monster lizard reptile,
Which gazed in awe at the fish
And at the bird-
The fish that learned to fly.
In turn the bird now gazes with greater awe
At that present, imperfect perfection, Man.

RAY CLINE, 9B
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Fleeting Glory

SHORT THv1E ago shy maidens donned
Their modest green gowns in a shadowy glade;
In the fall Spanish ladies swayed in the sheen
Of tarnished gold sunshine, a gay masquerade!

Brilliance is gone, gold sunlight has faded;
The revelers have long ago fled from the glen.
In the screeching gale now gaunt old witches
Chant to themselves of the joys that have been.

MARTHA PEARMAN, 9B
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A eat's Eyes

IKE inscrutable gems of ancient jade
That dangled from a dark slave's ears,
Or like emeralds that graced queenly hands-.
Jewels polished by a sad queen's tears-
Are your eyes.

Sometimes they flash their golden fire,
As from a soldier's gleaming shield,
Then like calm topaz they are,
That tell me you will yield
To my caress.

MARTHA PEARMAN, 8A
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Jade
COOL SOFTNESS, an eternal glow-
Jade recalls to me an ancient age

kaA""" Of Egyptian worship and clashing cymbals,
Of Egyptian kings on many a page
Of oldest history.

Jeweling a queen'8 languorous hand,
The heavy perfume of lotus flowers
Might have sweetly scented it,
As she dipped her hand in the showers
Of a lazy fountain.

But this ancient picture dims;
I return from Pharoah's sparkling hall;
The mirage of coolest color fades;
I return at the modem's blatant call,
To find jade's semi'precious.

MARTHA PEARMAN, SA
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Youth'8 Spring

mH, the earth is all a-thrill
'. With birdsongs in the spring,
I' And the sunbeams have been polished

By the lovely, shining rain.

The sun-flecked lanes are bordered
With violets and Nature's lore;
Drink deep from youth's sweet spring,
'Tis more sparkling than before!

MARTHA PEARMAN, 9A
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Christmas Thoughts

~
IVE ME, 0 God in Heaven,
The bliss of peace at this season

~. ' Of cold winter-
Steely winter.

Give me, 0 Thou Most High,
Love and guidance
In this reviewing
Of austere winter-
Harsh winter.

Give me, 0 Thou great Stage-master,
A part to play with understanding,
In this time of cheery winter
Fireside winter.

And give me, 0 Jehovah Majestic,
A loyal heart, reverent for Thee,
In this communal season
Of gift'sharing winter.

FRED GRAFF, 9A

t t
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The Parade
RIPPLED and cramped,

Unsteady and slow,
I!-I\~ Sweaty and painfully,

They march.

They march-
Old veterans,
Young veterans,
Crippled and scarred,
Terrible reminders
Of terrible war!

Oh, that men could be
Happily scar-free,
Instead of hulking hulks
In fruitless walks
Of past-bloomed life!

FRED GRAFF, 9B

T T
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Worry

IlBY am I fretted
'. '. With sisters, who, older
. Incessantly warn me

With prophesies dire?

"Fad it been granted
That they had been younger-
Nearer my age,
Should I have happier been
Letting my studies be hanged-~

Be hanged?

Or shall I regret
In years unseen yet
Their admonitions
Neglected?

My life is a road
Into two branches divided
My own inclinations
And their admonitions,
With hopes that the one I choose

T Be the one I can use
Without remorse.

FRED GRAFF, 9A
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Abraham Lincoln

ilUDEclay,
: Bruised and battered
, By adversity-

Rude clay,
That grasps opportunities,
Molds itself
Into leaders of men.

Rude clay,
Sneered at
And pitied,
Molded itself
Into Abraham Lincoln.

FRED GRAFF, 98
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The Goldfish
GLHv1PSE a gleaming goldfish
Gliding through glades of moss,

1!=iiooI""'" Sliding past shimmering sea-shells,
Flaunting his burnished gloss,

Darting through eerie greenery,
Never pausing long.
I move nearer the water-
A flash, and the goldfish is gone!

ELEANOR RAY, 8a
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In Church
BY, in a church, when all around is still,
When only the soft swish of ladies' Sunday

silks,
And the wary, silent sounds of tiptoeing feet·

are heard,
When the soothing light through holy, painted
windows

Makes the dim, dull faces of friends more
solemn-

Why must I spoil the pious enchantment
By giggling?

ELEANOR RAY, 8B
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IIH' FIR TREE, standing motionless and straight,
,~) '. \Vhere were you ere your beauty brought you

, here?
J Did you tower in a forest weird and dark,

And stand in the cold night without fear?

-- YOUNG VOICES

Fir Tree

Did you see with icy thrills your friends cut
2~c i down,

And did you wait your turn with fear or joy?
Did you willingly give up your lonely life,
To make supremely happy one small boy?

ELEANOR RAY, 8A
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Boasting

HAVE rumpled all the rivers; ~..
I have wrestled all the lakes; ~

~~ When I charge the land it quivers,
And the rock-built city quakes.

I have lashed the seven oceans,
Have made each my mighty slave. ii
Ruin and mischief are my weapons- Ii
I am the wind, fearless and brave.1

LEAH SILVERMAN, 7A

t
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Spring Plowing

HE farmer
Plows laboriously.
His clumsy, brown team
Breaks the fresh, damp earth
Into a freedom
For the earth worms.
Greedy, his white chickens
Follow him,
Cackling,
Gobbling the earth worms.
Farmer, brown team,
White chickens,
And tunnelling earth worms
All help with the first
Spring plowing.

YOUN.G VOICES

,
....... ---------------------

RACHEL BLUMBERG, SA
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A Miracle
NE tiny bud
Tucked inside a twig
Bursts into
A blossom!

One pinky blossom
Withers, falls,
Dies, to leave room
For an apple!

RACHEL BLUMBERG, SA

T
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Talent

T T

T

ITH each stroke for perfection
The artist sketches;
With each tone for harmony
The musician strives;
With each muscle at its tensest
The athlete labors;
\Vith each step in rhythm
The dancer glides;
With each emotion thrilling
'The actor lives his borrowed life
Does God, too, toil as earnestly
To guide His wondrous genius?

RACHEL BLUM3ERG, 8B
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Coal

rlGES AGO great fern forests feU·
., On the young earth yet forming and steaming;

The great lands !rose and the seas rolled back,
And covered the forests with all their pressing.

,

Ages passed, at last little man came,
And dug in the ground and found precious

stones,
But of 8tHI more value than any jewels,
Is the coal, remains of the fern forests' bones.

JOE DUFFY, 7B
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Circus

I ,

',1' 'i HE circus band's brassy blare
'" , Fills the saw-dust reeking air.
~;':~~ A restless elephant shifts about,

Insolently eyeing his Hindoo mahout.

A tawny tiger balefully glances
At a pony's majestic prancings;
A trainer cockily cracks his whip,
And the knife-thrower's knives spitefully 'lip.

The graceful antelope gaits along;
A side-show minstrel bursts into song;
The boisterous crowd's hum of noise
Shakes not the juggler's careless poise.

KENNETH SHIFLET, 8B
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So Why?
CANNOT grow quite fast enough,
And my mind won't speed me there,

~~ But I wish I were a little older,
Just enough to wave my hair.
I wish for a fancy "formal,"
And a saucy, furry wrap,
A pair of silver slippers,
Without a childish, stupid strap!
Yet I wonder after growing old,
My youth, like Auntie, willI try to hold?

MARIGAIL STEWART, 8A
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Left Alone
~ 'LL be all right,"

I said. Yet inwardly
I felt frosted with fright.

I sat in loneliness and dreamed,
And read a saga of mystery,
While fear, rekindled, gleamed.

I sat perspiring, terror-sei:z;ed,
Then I heard a friendly bark,
And laughe.d, relaxed and eased.

MARIGAIL STEWART, 8B
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A Snowflake

SAW a flake come floating,
Come floating toward the land;
I watched it till it came so close,
Until it touched my hand.

It was so soft and pretty,
So weak and faint for strife,
That when I gave it one warm breath,
I took away its life!

HOWARD CROMER, 7A
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Death Room

LITTERING gods guard golden g<J,tes,
And on the hallowed marble shrine

~~ The sun god's sacrifice starkly awaits.

Enters the priestess, slave of the sun,
In rustling robes barbarous with gems,
And the calm, pure face of a nun.

Clenching the dagger, she chants their rite,
And while the followers faithfully pray,
She thrusts and the martyr has eternal light.

DOROTHY BRUBECK, 9B
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Heart Hunger

tlN ORPHAN with. a love-starved face
. And a wistful heart filled with longing

And envy, watches parents and children
In the crowd outside the fence thronging.

He sighs when he thinks of the great bare halls,
And the rows of cots, all white,
The sameness of the uniforms,
And the loneliness that comes with night.

He loathes the smell of the yellow soap,
The strict bell's call at times to eat,
The mumbling of a meaningless prayer;
He fears the matron cold and neat.

MAXINE AUSTIN, 9B

T T

T
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HEN the first warm fingers of the sun appear,
Reaching up the sky,

~~ They turn the dew-drops to molten gold-
At their beauty the flowers sigh.

Slowly the sun travels up the wide sky,
Painting the clouds as he goes.
He touches the tasseled heads of the grain,
And gladdens the peoples' woes.

He peeps in a nest that holds three eggs;
They are bringing new life to the earth.
He'11 touch the wee bills when they first peep

out,
And turn them to gold at birth.

MAXINE AUSTIN, 8A

YOUNG VOICES

The Golden Touch

T +
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Stars
HE idle moon once blew
A thousand golden bubbles;
But away they broke for freedom,
And floated across the sky
Stars, we call them.

JANET VAN WINKLE, 7A

[30)
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Here is my hammer,
Largest of hammers,
Mightiest of hammers,
In all Asgard l

Thor
AM the god, Thor,
Great son of Odin,
All-father Odin,
Of all the northlands.

See my broad girdle,
Most famous of girdles,
For when it is worn
My strength is made more.

--

I fear no beast nor man,
Giant nor sorcerer,
God nor enchanter
Fear I none!

For, with my lightning bolts,
And all my thunder-heads

ttl am protected well.
What should I fear?

HOWARD LIFPICK, 7A

T
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'Spring Pleasures
HE plowman slowly plods along

In the furrows dank;
The shiny plow cuts through the soil,
And turns the earth like waves
That roll along a bank.

I love the stirring fragrance
Of fresh earth damp and dark,
Newly turned by the sturdy plow,
And the plowman's merry· whistle,
That joins in duet with the lark.

MARIAN COMBS, 7A
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An Indiana Picture

'M LONELY for a place along the Wabash,
Where golden-rod and purple iron-weed grow,

~~ Where the bitter-sweet has all the fence-rows
turning

To fire-works red until long after snow;

---
---

Where the crows are hunting 'mong the corn
stalks,

And the pumpkins dot the land for miles around,
\Vhere the many sorghum mills and cider

presses
Are taking toll from the harvests of the ground.

BILLIE JONES, 7B
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Light

[IJGHT'
Mechanical,
Mystic, and defying,
Scientific, and undying,
Fed by a magic unseen,
Flows through wires
In a living stream.

ROBERT COLWELL, 7A
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The Moon

I HE crescent moon in velvet shrouds
, Among the silent stars,

i Peeps up through the care-free clouds
At Mercury and Mars.

Little swaying, sailing moon,
Slip down from the sultry sky,
And look for the tiny stars that are lost,

'\ Down where the dormant ships lie.
ELIZABETH FLETCHER, 9B
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The Beauty of Space

[lOW beautiful in their vastness .
. Are the heavens that darken at nightfall,

When viewed from the wide emptiness
Of a field that is free of houses t

ADELEEN BRODSKY, 7A

t
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Gifts

HE blessed rain
With rhythmic beat falls first
To quench a blossom's dire thirst.

A golden light
Descends upon the drenched earth
To be a flower's warming hearth.

ADELEEN BRODSKY, 8B
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oUr Crickets
WO crickets merrily and happily sing
Under our basement stairs.
They have among the holes and cracks
Their secrets and their lairs.

To the children their music's a lullaby,
Not slow, nor sad, nor deep;
But a homey, happy, see-sawy chirp,
That creeps into their sleep.

CHARLES HOWLETT, 7A
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Treachery

GNORANT Indians trusted white man;
Cunning white man tricked the Indians,
Took away their fields and rivers,
Cut their forests, killed their chieftains,
Pushed them westward-westward still,
Till their backs had touched the Rockies.
Then white man pushed them o'er the Rockies,
Till they could be pushed no more,
For at their backs was the long seashore.
Then white man gave from selfish hearts
Of all this land, the barren parts,
As the Indian Reservations.
But by ironical joke of fate
Un these wastes was found rich oil.
Now the white man schemes and plans
To steal again the red man's lands.

OTTO DUENWEG, 8A
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Confusion

HE Mighty Watchmaker unfailingly winds
His watches, the worlds great and small;
But suppose one morn sleepily He'd forget
To wind every whirling ball!

Deadly snows might tumble on a June day,
Trees and fair flowers ghostily gowning;
The warm sun might mock the cool, serene

moon; I

Amidst falling rain, stars m~ght be drowning. I:

Other worlds might come fatally hurtling at us,'.·.·
Sending us into depths of mysterious blue- Ii
Oh, W~tchmaker, n.ever fall Thou asleep, I"

And shirk Thy duties as we mortals do! !

SOPHIE SCHULTZ, 9B

t
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A FOREWORD

The printing of this, the third volume of

Young Voices, is the result of the encouraging re

ceptiolt given the preceding volumes, and of the

high quality of work of our puPils in original vetSe.

As in the past the poems that find place in this

book were selected from the issues of the Orange

Peel, the Sarah Scott Junior High School monthly

paper-in this case from ismes of the past two years.

GEORGIA A. BREWSTER.
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Order

HE ranked soldiers
Methodically march
In easy order.
Intricate machines
Rhythmically revolve their complex cogs
In velvety order.
Each member of the rapt orchestra
Blends his melody into the whole
In symphonic order.
But,
Can any man-made order
Surpass the quiet beauty
Of the matchless order
Of the serried seeds
In th~ lowly milkweed pod?

RAY CLINE, 9A
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Cruelty

flERCILESS
r5 Is the savage life

, Of the wilderness,
As it relentlessly stalks its prey
In the noisy stillness
Of the jungle.
But
Where is a fiercer,
More cruel beast
Than predatory man,
Who,
In his mighty mills,
His fiery foundries,
And turbulent factories
Of his giant jungle cities
Yes, even in his very charities,
Preys upon the weaker
Of his kind?

RAY CLINE, 9A
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The Dragon

fl
REATHLESS with fear

. .(' Of the storm dragon,
, A slinking dog

With terror in his eyes
Lies panting,
Eager to share his fear
With his human god,
Who often glances
Anxiously above.
Even the birds cease
Their merry twitter,
And sit frozen, waiting.

With the first blast
Of the dragon's breath,
The flowers bend low.
The jagged light of his eyes
Flashes across the heavens,
Revealing moaning trees
Receding from his bold advance.
Then on he sweeps with rumbling roar;
And our hearts beat again,
And we breathe freer.

MARTHA JANE TALLEY, 7A
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Milkweed

IJERENE and silent,
, .. With spun-silver wings
, Folded close,
'. . Sleep the milkweed seedlings,

Waiting till the cocoon bursts,
And an impish breeze
Sends them
On their adventurous ways
To foreign lands.

MARTHA JANE TALLEY, 8B
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Defiance

--'IlIATURE bows to nature:
High on the mountain pass
The· wind moans,
And the pines sway
As the gale sweeps on.
It strikes the lake's surface,
And the frail, blue ripples
Become great, gray waves.
To a wild rhythm
The helpless shore is beaten;
The tall grasses
Take up the water's turmoil
In fitful cadence;
There is no shore line.

Nature defies nature:
For a puny chipmunk
Scurries impishly through the brush
To the refuge of an age-old rock
As the storm howls by.
Grim and rigid loom the mountains;
There is no movement there.
Soon the sun laughs in glory;
The wind whines and whimpers,
Defeated.

MARTHA JANE TALLEY, 8B
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Passing Fancy

'D LOVE to live in a tiny town,
Where the houses, painted white,
Gleam softly on wide mats of green;

I!-ii'~-!l Where crickets sing at night;

Where Sunday morning church bells break
The quiet Sabbath air,
And simple hymns so sweetly soothe
The rustic, untrained ear.

Where friendly farmers gaily wave
To us, who with yearning eyes
Gaze, and speed on to a thronging place
Where all our dreaming lites.

MARTHA PEARMAN, 9A
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The Wild Tree

ITH drooping branches
Trailing the ground,
A wild apple tree

lI;-'lI:~~ A pink maze of scented bloom
Displays.

Tangled by years
Of the wood's careless winds,
And twisted by the weight
Of age,
It is far more beautiful to me
Than a man-trimmed apple tree.

RACHEL BLUMBERG, 9A
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A Wish

HE days float by
Like lazy clouds
This April,
Spring's choice month.

Into the soft purple
Of the clustered violets;
Into the heaven of snowy blossoms
Promising with faint scents
The awaited fruit;
Into the patient, branched life,
Whispering and swaying with green anew,
Spring has begun
To breathe her fresh life!

Nothing is hidden-
All is arrayed in mounting green,
For us, for us!
o Spring,
That you could bloom on forever!

RACHEL BLUMBERG, 9A
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Plum Blossoms

lil
y my calendar

;-' Spring arrived
., Just a month ago.

But yesterday
I looked over the hill
And saw drifts of snow!
Could winter have come again?

A faint honey fragrance
Of blossoms
Came to me.
Plum trees were flowering
In blooms
Of purest white,
And on the ground
Were snowflakes
Of the petals!

RACHEL BLUMBERG, SA

[9]
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The Storm

GORDON BELLES, 8B

, [10]
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RUMBLING, tumbling mass of noise
With a flash of glaring light,
Leapt through heaven's closing gates,

~r==Il And swore at man all night.
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The Aged Moon

HE aged moon uses golden cream
To hide the million wrinkles of her face,
And a silvery phosphorescent cream
Gives her a glowing phantom-like grace.

GORDON BELLES, 8B
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GORDON BELLES, 7A
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The Origin of Stars

HE devil built a high board fence
Between the heaven and earth,
And, knowing the land would soon freeze up,
Was frolicking in his mirth.

The angels, seeing the earth's sore plight,
Seized their spears and said,
"We'll have a try at moving him
Before this day is dead."

So forth they went to heaven's brink,
And took their accurate aim.
And greatest of wonders, the spears pierced

through!
And that's how stars became.

,.
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The River

[I.. OR eons the old river

.
Followed unrestrained its course,
While man was in the tree-tops,
And colossal beasts roamed.
But slowly man was transformed
Into a being of domineering selfishness,
And envious
Of the river's freedom,
He turned his wrath upon it.
With one blast
The river,
The centuries old river,

:iG Was forced
To follow man's path.

BOBBE COHEN, 7A

[13 ]



YOUNG VOICES

Tragedy

KNOW a rambling, decrepit, old house,
With drooping gate and weary door
Ruin of another age, it stands.

IJ",,;;;;~~ But as from another life I hear
Decorous jests; and I see
Billowing frocks on twittering girls,
And sly flirtations under mothers' eyes.
In the garden,
Laughing children run joyously
Among the rows of phlox and hollyhocks,
And mignonette and sweet lavender.

o house,
You have lived!
You have been joy and protection.
But now, you are a cast-off shoe,
And that sorrow
Has broken your heart.

BOBBE COHEN, SA

T

y.
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YOUNG VOICES

Power

.t·

TRaNG and compelling
Is the strange power of music.
In the beauty
Of its weaving,
Of its magic,
Of its melody,
I am caught;
And to the drab dreariness
Of drudgery
I am oblivious.

BOBBE COHEN, 9B

(15 ]



YOUNG VOICES

Fire Fancies

~
H! That flame is a banner,

. ... And the log is a great strong wall;
The wood is a heavy drawbridge,
And the coals, a castle, soon to fall.

That blue is the dainty princess,
Her prince is that golden flame;
The sparks are the wedding fireworks,
Their marriage to proclaim.

JEAN ISAAC, 7A

[ 16]



YOUNG VOICES

Thirteen

IlY' it seems I'm getting old;
h Just the other day

. My auntie told me that.
She said it seemed but yesterday
I arrived for a long, long stay,
So cute and fat!
And now after twelve long years,
In which I've had my smiles and tears,
I am thirteen!
No more I'll play with dolls and things,
But with the gifts that thirteen brings
So it seems.
And somehow or other today I feel
That I'd just like to slip in and steal
Out some of my toys,
And forget for today that I'm thirteen,
And not let that fact come in between
Me and my kid-day joys.

MARTHA JANE FORSYTHE, 8B

T
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YOUNG VOICES

The Lily

ALL, slender,
Waxen white,
Gleams the lily
In the light.

Leaves green
Cast down
Spear-like shadows
On the ground.

Petals three
Are sentinels
Wherein all
Beauty dwells.

Lily graceful,
Awe-inspiring,
Proof of Nature's
Art untiring.

MARTHA JANE FORSYTHE, 7B

[18 ]



YOUNG VOICES

The Moon

HE ancient, wizard moon
Comes in the night
To haunt the world.
He puts tired man
Into a solemn trance
Which we call sleep.

GLENN WALLENBROCK, 8B

[19 ]
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Harmony

fl
EFORE a mellow, wise fire

.;. In a warped and hollowed chair,
, Sits wrinkled Old Age, waiting,

Rocking wearily away
The rhythmic beat of life.
Her hardened, blurred face
Is calm and resigned,
Waiting until that rhythm
Shall peacefully slip to an off-beat.

GWEN ROSENAK, SA

T.
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YOUNG VOICES

Selfishness

~
ISMAL' drenching rain

. . Beats unceasingly
.In annoying rhythm.

Because of muddy shoes
And limp clothing
Man unthinkingly grumbles.
But, when the balance
Of his treasured bank-book
Is increased by the myriads
Of bushels of sun-tanned wheat,
He forgets his early complaining.

GWEN ROSENAK, 8B

"r
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YOUNG VOICES

Country Doctor

~M-lnHE sun
Is a country doctor
Whose fing,er is in every pie.
He gives babies glowing sun baths,
He freckles stubby noses,
And he warms
Chilled and aged bones.
Life he gives to all seeds,
And beauty to all life;
These are his duties.

He prescribes
For us,
Vain, self-centered earthlings,
And we misuse his prescriptions
For a sun-tan fad!

GWEN ROSENAK, 8A

T
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YOUNG VOICES

Communion

T

HE mellow, melodious tone,
In golden, arched curves,
And the broad legato
In melody swerves,
As the intent musician
With God communes,
And his violin's voice
Into music blooms.

GWEN ROSENAK, 9B

[23 ]
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YOUNG VOICES

The Baptism '

fl
HE dove hovered over His head,
And then growing bolder,
Floated softly downward
And alighted on the shoulder,
The blessed, wet shoulaer
Of the Christ,
On the sacred sands of the Jordon.

Peace was a halo
That glowed o'er her head,
And sweet was the world
As to the dove-cote she sped,
Waving her wings
To the Christ,
On the sacred sands of the Jordon.

NORMA JONES, 8B

[24 ]
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YOUNG VOICES

The Sea

EEVISHLY tugging
1I~~lIo.lI At his sea-weed beard,

The hoary ocean bemoans
His old age.
He glares enviously
At young, dashing, flirting rivers,
With feverish desire
For the frivolousness of a playboy.

MARGARET FALLAIN, SA

[25 ]
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Dew

~
EW

Is stray drops of water
From the sprinkling caBS of angels,
Who water their crops of stars
Every evening in the twilight.

MARGARET FALLAIN, 8A

[26 ]
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Stars

rlTARS,
, Scatteringly sown,
, . Take root in the warm clouds,
-. And, in the moist, blue heaven,

Blossom at night.

MARGARET FALLAIN, SA

,.
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YOUNG VOICES

HE sudden trail of light that shone
Across the sky so bright,
Like some great, fiery rocket,
Was a white-hot meteorite.

,.. .,.

.,.

A Glimpse

It was an awesome sight to me,
As it flared and died away,
But it was only one little part
Of God's great fireworks display.

CHARLES HOWLETT, 9B

[28 ]
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My Circus Day Plans

UST one more day,
The papers say,

Till the circus comes to town.
l\z=o~..p 'Twill seem a year,

Or more, I fear,
Before the sun goes down.

One more night's sleep,
And then I'll creep

Out of bed into my clothes.
I'll sneak downstairs,
Slip unawares

Where they unload the shows.

'1' '1'

I'll stare wide-eyed,
I'll thrill inside,

When the band comes down the street;
And all arrayed
Comes the parade

And clowns with floppy feet.

There in the tent,
My money spent,

That I've saved from week to week,
I'll watch each ring-
Not miss a thing,

And then back home I'll sneak.

ROBERT ANDERSON, 7B

[29 ]



YOUNG VOICES

Impressions of the Fair·

- LOBS of blue and yellow,
Smears of orange and green,
A sickening riot of color,

~~ As far as can be seen-

This was my first impression
Of this garish pageant of paint,
'Til from the skyride at twilight
It became a fairyland quaint.

DAVID WANN, 8B

,I
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Empty Glamour

~
FLEET of war

... Slipped out one night,
And all who saw said,
"What a glorious sight!"

Loaded with munitions
And guns by the score,
Grimly it headed toward
A far, foreign shore.

The battle I saw not,
But I was told
Our soldiers fought more bravely
Than did warriors of old.

A fleet of war
Slipped in one night,
Battered, but victorious
A pitiful sight.

DAVID WANN, 8B

T
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YOUNG VOICES

The River

HE river is just a fat old lady
Who waddles and ambles around,
She has no certain route to use
As she meanders over prairie ground.
But in her youth she tumbled and dashed along,
A tricky, triumphant torrent, ocean-bound.

RICHARD WOODSMALL, SA

iii; !
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YOUNG VOICES

My Memory

CAN'T remember what great folks have said;
They don't interest me, for they are dead;
But I can remember, three years ago,

~~~ I sat at the table with my spirits low,
And drank boiled milk!

I can't remember great generals by name,
Or when or where they won their fame;
But I can remember picking a fight,
And bloodying a nose 'cause I was right,
Seven years ago!

EDNA RUTH SCHULTZ, 7A

,.
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YOUNG VOICES

Mona Lisa

MILE, mysterious and serene,
Poise as stately as a queen,

Has Mona Lisa.

Lovely eyes that softly gleam,
And seem to hold a secret dream

Mona Lisa's.

Face as fair as any flower,
Beauty, creating magic power,

Is Mona Lisa's.

Hands well known for their perfection,
Charm which speaks of sweet affection,

Has Mona Lisa.

NINA HOWLETT, 7A

[ 34]
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YOUNG VOICES

Conquered Conquerors

REAMING, I lay on the beach,
Defenseless, in lazy blindless,
And a colossal army of water soldiers,

~ll;=="I' With white helmets of foam
Swept over me.
They conquered me
Only to be dashed violently
Against the resisting sands;
And I thought of Rome,
Destroyed by destroying others.

NINA HOWLETT, 8B

.,. .,.
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A FaIling Star

fI
FLASH,

... A falling meteor
Whizzed across the shadowy sky.
To a little child
A fancy came
That this light
From another world
Was a beacon
To guide a foreign, floating ship
Over the dark wall of night.

NINA HOWLETT, 8B

[36 ]
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YOUNG VOICES

Victory

IlITTER' stinging words of hate
). ~;. Leap daring from my tongue;
, .. My tactful tears are not held back,

And I feel that I have won.

I turn to face my conquered friend,
And find two laughing eyes are aimed
Into my very heart, and then-
I am ashamed!

MARIGAIL STEWART, 9B
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YOUNG VOICES

.Warmth

ROM a seed a pumpkin grew;
Each day the sun warmed it thr9ugh;
But at night it lay quite cold,

'!a="I=-=!' In its coat of frosted gold.

On the night of Halloween,
From a candle's yellow gleam,
The pumpkin warmed its icy heart,
And in the pageant took a part.

ALICE RANDEL, 7B

[38 ]



YOUNG VOICES

Codes

liN the enchanting jungle of Africa
Is heard the beat of a native drum;
There's an answer, then another,
Till the forest rings with their tum-turn-tum.

Throughout the world in the stillness of night,
The far-off bark of a dog is heard;
One answers, then another-
Are they, like the tom-toms, sending word?

ALICE RANDEL, 7A

[39 ]



YOUNG VOICES

The Old Road

lINeE I was a deer trail,
Then Indians' naked feet

, Widened with their tracks my path.
And- horses heavy hoofs beat

A tattoo there.

Squeaky, covered wagons
Dug broad wheels into my back;
Stage coaches came and went,
Driving in the wagons' tracks

A deep rut there.

Today I am wide and strong,
Padded whe~ls speed over me.

o Soft and smooth they murmur by
A never ceasing throng I see

Passing there.

ALICE RANDEL, 7A

T
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Night's Eyes

lIHE night has eyes
. That sparkle and shine,

And though they are old,
They are brighter than mine.

But when morning comes
Then they grow dim,
Like an old man's eyes
When sight leaves them.

VIRGINIA LOU CLARK, 7A

[41 ]



YOUNG VOICES

.Antiques

Il
HE old rail fence has served its day
With its corners of briar bushes,
And tall milkweed and golden-rod,
Hiding the choirs of thrushes.

It leaves behind the memories
Of grandparents splitting the rails
To build the fences that lasted so long,
That now mark our interesting trails.

LAWRENCE R. JONES, 7A

.,.
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YOUNG VOICES

The Bridge Builders

HEIR faces show hot beads of sweat,
And aching callouses r..re on their hands;
Their shirts are gray with dirt, and wet;

lbdI~dJ They work with strong iron bands,
Building bridges.

Bridges! For hurrying feet and wheels,
For pleasure trips to the country green,
For factory men anxious for their meals,
These men give time, with short rest between,

Building bridges!

Pounding metal day by day,
Scrambling up on towering beams,
They who risk their lives for power,
Have fulfilled their dreams,

Building bridges.

BETTY McLARE~, 7A
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YOUNG VOICES

The Joy of Old Age

ROBERT SLINKARD, 7A

DARTED and dodged
By whizzing cars,
With silver spokes
And handle bars.
Alleys were too lowly
For me to go through,
In the proud day
When my wheel was new.

Now the spokes are rusty
From the mud and rain;
A gray spider's web
Drapes the unoiled chain;
And there's not a rough path

. O'er which the wheels haven't rolled;
Yet now I have more comfort,
Though it is so worn and old.

:i
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To A Rose

LL things
Love the rose.
The candle and the lover
Lend it romance,
The sun
Tints it gold,
The moon
Enriches it with platinum,
The lightning
Plays designs upon it,
The wind
Brings it new life,
And even the rain
Sings cradle songs
To a rose in bloom.

BETTY LOU ABRAHAMS, 8B

[45 ]
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My Brother

YOUNG VOICES

[46 ]

..,.

SHALL put my flute away,
Cease to sing anymore,
As needy and cold my brothers stand

~~ Outside my strong door.

The beauty of life has vanished,
Music from my heart has fled,
My thoughts of joy are selfish
When my brothers want bread.

BETTY LOU ABRAHAMS, 7A
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